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no survey effort during critical 5-day periods (Fig. SASE). No conclusions about effects of
industrial activity on timing of bowhead migration can be drawn from these limited data.

Peak sighting rates/lOO kIn were somewhat lower in light ice years with substantial
industrial activity than in those with no or little indU8trial activity (2.4 vs. 3.8, respectively).
However, peak numbers of individuals/lOO kIn were similar (5.9 vs. 6.4).

It should be noted that some bowhead whales were apparently in the Northstar area
before the first aerial survey by MMS on 2 September 1996. Bottom~mounted acoustic
recorders (see Chapter 3) were tested seaward of Northstar during the 25-28 August 1996
period. Bowhead whale calls were detected during each of those four dates, with substantial
numbers of calls being heard late on the 27th and on the 28th

• Bowheads were also seen
within the general Northstar region (147°_150°30') as early as 28 August in 1995 (LGL and
Greeneridge 1996) and 31 August in 1992 (Treacy 1993).

5.3.6 Bowhead Call Counts

Bottom-mounted acoustic recorders operated simultaneously at sites offshore from
Northstar and from Narwhal Island (45 kIn ESE of the Northstar recorder) from 31 August
to 14 September 1996 (see Chapter 3). The recorders were near the 25 and 31 m depth con
tours, respectively. Both were in the zone that we define as being 20-25 kIn from the general
trend of the shoreline (Fig. 5.7). The Northstar recorder was, in fact, 24 kIn offshore of the
closest barrier island and 15 km from the closest part of the seismic exploration area. The
Narvlhal Island recorder was actually only 14 kIn north of that island (and 20 kIn ENE of
Cross Is1.), but was in slightly deeper water than the Northstar recorder (Fig. 5.7).

Technicians at Greeneridge Sciences Inc. listened to the complete sequence of data from
each recorder. They detected 6920 bowhead calls in the recordings from the Northstar
recorder and 17,634 calls in the recordings from the Narwhal Island recorder during their
351 h of simultaneous operations on 31 August through 14 September 1996. (The Northstar
recorder operated for one additional day, through 15 September, but the extra "unmatched"
data from the Northstar recorder are not considered in this section.) The hourly call counts
are plotted in relation to date and time in Figure 3.38 (Chapter 3).

The average call count per hour was 19.7 ± s.d. 29.8 off Northstar, vs. 50.2 ± s.d. 59.6
off Nar.....hal 1. Of the 331 hours when call counts at the two sites differed, the count was
higher near Narwhal 1. on 235 occasions and higher off Northstar on 96 occasions. The dif
ference was highly significant according to a Wilcoxon matched-pairs test on paired hourly
counts (nominal P«O.OOl). This test no doubt overstates the significance level, given that
the counts in successive hours are autocorrelated. However, it is obvious that bowhead calls
were much more commonly detected off Narwhal Island than off Northstar.

There must have been a real difference in the number ofbowhead calls reaching the two
recorders. Differences in background noise levels at the two sites cannot account for this:
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.. Seismic pulses were often detected by the Northstar recorder but were rarely
detected (and weak) at the Narwhal Island recorder. However, the durations of the
seismic pulses were <1 s at typical intervals of 15-18 s. During periods with seismic,
less than 5% of the calls would have been simultaneous with seismic pulses. Mask
ing cannot account for the much lower number of calls detected near Northstar than
near Narwhal Island.

.. Ambient noise levels were, on average, almost identical at the two sites (Chapter 3).

Bowhead sighting rates in the eastern and western parts of the Northstar area during
previous years can be used to examine whether bowheads are nonually more conunon in the
eastern portion near Narwhal Island. The Northstar region was subdivided at 14SG I0', about
10 kIn east of the Northstar recorder's location (Fig. 5.7). We considered the zone 15-35 km
from shore, i.e. from -8 km inshore to 12 km offshore of the bottom recorder locations. In
1994-95, light ice years without much offshore industrial activity, bowheads were seen more
commonly in the west than the east zone: 3.74 vs. 1.96 individuals/100 kIn. In the 1979·95
period as a whole, bowhead densities in the two zones were similar: 0.48 indivlIDO kIn in
the west vs. 0.54 indivliOO km in the east. Thus, sighting data from aerial surveys in prior
years do not provide any basis for expecting a higher number of bowheads, and a higher call
count, near the Narwhal Island recorder (east) than near the Northstar recorder (west).

The number of calls detectable per hour near Northstar was lower during hours when
seismic pulses were detectable at that location (avg 12.6 callslh, n=174) than when not
detectable (avg 26.8 callslh, n=I77). If the hourly counts are treated as independent, this
difference is highly significant (Mann-Whitney test, nominal P<O.OOl). A randomization test
taking the autocorrelation structure into account also showed a significant decrease in calls
with seismic pulses (P<O.02, N.S. Altman, Biometrics Unit, Cornell Univ., pers. corom.).

To help assess whether the above difference was attributable to the seismic sounds or
to some other factor, it is useful to examine the relationship between the Northstar and the
Narwhal Island counts during times with and without seismic. The number of calls detect
able per hour was significantly lower near Northstar than near Narwhal Island in the
absence of seismic as well as in the presence of seismic (nominal P<O.OOl in each case;
Wilcoxon matched-pairs tests). However, the NorthstarlNarwhal difference in the number
of calls per hour tended to be substantially greater with seismic than without seismic'!:

Seismic heard:
No Seismic heard:

Northstar
12.6 ± s.d. 24.4
26.8 ± s.d. 32.8

Narwhal
56.2 ± s.d. 67.9
44.4 ± s.d. 49.7

Hours
n=I74
0=177

'I The above results are based on call data from the 31 Aug. through 14 Sep. period. We wondered
whether the lower average call counts near Northstar might have been caused by including data from
the start of the bowhead migration season, before the vanguard of bowheads may have reached the
Northstar area (cf Fig. 3.38). However, the Northstar call counts again averaged higher without
seismic than .....ith seismic when we considered only the data from 3 W 14 Sep. (avg. 32.5 callsJh
without seismic, 0=:::143 hours; avg 15.3 callslh with seismic, n=136 hOUTS).
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A simple (but not very powerful) way to examine these data is with a sign test. With
audible seismic pulses offNorthstar, the Northstar count exceeded the Narwhal count during
only 37 of 174 hours (21%). Without seismic pulses off Northstar, the Northstar count
exceeded the Narwhal count during 59 of 177 hours (33%). Assuming independence ofhourly
counts, this difference is significant (X2=5.84, df=I, nominal P<O.05).

There was a weak overall positive correlation between the hourly call counts at the two
sites (Spearman rank correlation 0.190, n=351). This trend was statistically significant if the
hourly counts are assumed to be independent (nominal P<O.OOl). This trend was almost
entirely attributable to hours without seismic, when the Spearman correlation was 0.353
(n=177, nominal P<O.OOI; see Fig. 5A6A). During hours with seismic, there was no obvious
correlation between call counts at the two sites (r.=O.061, n=174, nominal P>O.2; Fig. 5.46B).
Inspection of Figure 5.46A vs. 5,46B confirms that the NorthstarlNarwhal ratio tended to be
lower with seismic than without seismic. Note the higher proportion of the hourly points
below the diagonal in Fig, 5.46B than in Fig. 5A6A Also note that the number ofhours with
no detectable calls at Northstar but some calls at Narwhal was much higher when seismic
pulses were audible near Northstar.

In summary, the number ofbowhead calls detectable per hour near Northstar was lower
during hours when seismic pulses were detectable on the Northstar recorder. This was true
both overall and relative to the paired Narwhal Island count. Ensonification ofwaters near
Northstar by seismic sounds apparently had one or both of the following effects: it reduced
the number of calls emitted by an average bowhead per hour, and/or reduced the number of
bowheads within a several kilometer distance of the recording unit off Northstar.

Previous studies have shown that bowhead whales often continue to emit their usual
repertoire of call types when exposed to seismic pulses. Hmvever, calling rate may tend to
somewhat lower in the presence of seismic pulses (Richardson et a1 1986; Koski and Johnson
1987: 114). Thus, the reduced numbers of calls heard during periods of seismic in this study
might represent a change in the rate of calling by individual bowheads exposed to seismic
sounds. However, it might also represent a reduction in the number of bowheads present
nearby, or some combination of the two.

5.3.7 Sounds Received Near Bowheads

LGL's aerial observers obtained nine bowhead sightings, each involving a single bow
head, at times when seismic exploration was underway with a partial array (2 sightings) or
full array (7 sightings; Fig. 5.23). These sightings were made on 9, 10, 15, 17 and 18
September. On 9 September the only sighting was 74 km east of the seismic activities (Fig.
5.13), and no measurements of sounds received near the whale were obtained. On each of
the other four days, a sonobuoy was dropped near the bowhead that was seen closest to the
seismic activities on that date (ranges 25-66 kIn). In total six sonobuoys were dropped near
bowheads at ranges 25-66 kIn from the seismic boat while either "full array" or "partial
array" seismic was being conducted.
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FIGURE 5.46. Number ofbowhead calls detected per hour by bottom·mounted acoustic record
ers off Northstar ¥s. Narwhal lsI. during hours when seismic pulses (A) were not detectable
and (B) were detectable off Northstar (square root transformed). Paired hourly call counts
were obtained from 31 Aug. to 14 Sep. 1996. Points above and below diagonal represent
hours when Northstar call count was more and less, respectively, than the Narwhal count.
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Seismic sounds were undetectable or barely detectable near four of these whales. Those
four whales were 27-66 kIn from the seismic source vessel.

The strongest sound pulses received near any of these six bowheads were recorded near
two whales seen on 10 and 15 September. On 10 September, peak. and mean levels ofseismic
pulses near a whale 24-28 kIn NE of the "full array" (Fig. 5.14) were 120-122 and 109-114 dB
re 1 llPa, respectively. On 15 September, peak and mean levels of seismic pulses near a
whale 41-42 kIn WNW ofthe "partial array" (Fig. 5.17) were 119-121 and 101-102 dB re 1
ppa, respectively.

Thus, the strongest seismic pulses measured near bowheads observed during this project
had peak levels near 122 dB and rms levels near 114 dB re I11Pa. Levels received in the
bowhead migration corridor vary as the seismic boat moves back and forth along its 7.3·km
source lines from shallower to deeper water and back to shallow water. Also, some of the
bowheads presumably were not at their closest points of approach to the seismic operation
at the times when we sighted them. Thus, we probably did not record the strongest sounds
received by the bowheads that were sighted during this project.

Figure 5.47 shows the estimated nns (= "mean square") levels of seismic pulses as they
would be received at various distances directly offshore from Northstar, assuming that the
full array was operating 10 km from shore (ie. near the northern edge of the area of seismic
operations during 1996). The estimated received level curves in this graph are the same as
the "good propagation", "typical propagation" and "poor propagation" curves in'Figure 3.35
(Chapter 3), but plotted on a linear rather than a logarithmic distance scale, and plotted with
respect to a source located 10 km offshore. Also shown on Figure 5.47 are the 5th, 50th and
95th percentile ambient noise levels in the 50-400 Hz band (again from Fig. 3.35), The 50
400 Hz band contains most of the pulse energy as received at long range.

The distances offshore at which the three received level curves drop below these ambi
ent noise levels are the approximate distances out to which bowhead whales should be able
to hear the seismic pulses under various conditions of sound propagation and ambient noise.
With poor, typical and good propagation, the received. pulse levels are expected to drop below
the median ambient level at ranges of 32,46 and 68 km offshore if the airgun array is 10 kIn
offshore. At a time with low ambient noise, the corresponding distances could be on the order
of 52-108 km. At a time with high ambient noise, these distances could be on the order of
27-56 km. It is emphasized that these are the estimated distances offshore at which the seis
mic pulses would change from faintly audible to inaudible.

Available data indicate that bowheads usually do not react overtly (if at all) to the weak
pulses received at such long distances. However, during one prior study, there was evidence
of subtle but replicable effects on surfacing·respiration-dive cycles at distances up to 54-73
km (Richardson et a1. 1986). In that study, some seismic sources were more powerful and
were operating in deeper water. In addition, single cases of possible seismic·related changes
in behavior have been observed or suspected at even longer distances (Reeves et aI. 1983:24;
Koski and Johnson 1987:114). Given the natural variability in bowhead behavior, itis impos-
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FIGURE 5.47. Estimated received levels of seismic pulses in the bowhead migration corridor
when the funll-airgun array was operating 10 km offshore. Red curves show the expected
range of received levels vs. distance from shore; blue horizontal lines show the expected range
of ambient noise levels (50-400 Hz band; from Fig. 3.35). Curves at the bottom, adapted from
Fig. 5.28D, show relative numbers ofbowhead whales sighted in various 5-km-frorn-shore cat
egories at times during 1996 with and without seismic (filled and open squares, respectively).
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sible to know whether anyone such case represents a real reaction to seismic. Replicated
observations are needed.

The curves near the bottom of Figure 5.47 show the number of bowheads seen per
100 kIn of aerial surveys within each 5-km distance from shore band, including observations
under poor sightability conditions. These are the same data as shown in Figure 5.28D, but
plotted by 5~km rather than lO-km intervals. Periods potentially affected by seismic (includ
ing 3.5-h post-seismic period) and not potentially affected by seismic are distinguished. As
noted previously, there was a possible seaward displacement during seismic periods, but the
sample size was small. In any case, most bowheads passing Northstar during "seismic" peri
ods were 15-30 kIn offshore. With a seismic vessel operating 10 km from shore, received
pulse levels 15-30 km offshore would be above ambient levels for most combinations of dis
tance from shore (out to 30 kIn), propagation conditions, and ambient noise level. The only
exceptions would be whales that passed Northstar 27+ kIn offshore at times with poor propa
gation and high ambient noise (Fig. 5.47). They might not have been able to hear the pulses.

Whales traveling west 15 km offshore could have been exposed to rms pulse levels
approaching (but not exceeding) 160 dB re I11Pa if they passed that area when the airgun
array was operating near the northern edge of the seismic operations area (la-II km off
shore). Whales traveling west <15 km offshore could have been exposed to levels ~160 dB
if the animals did not deflect away from the seismic vessel. As shown by the bottom curves
in Figure 5.47, some bowheads were seen <15 km from shore without seismic but (with one
exception)S not with seismic. Note that rms levels as used here (averaging over the pulse
duration) are about 10 dB lower than the peak levels normally referenced by geophysicists.

5.3.8 Estimated Bowhead "Take by Harassment"

In the following analyses we have assumed that the received rms pulse levels from the
seismic source could be as high as 180 dB re 1 JlPa at distances as great as 1 kIn (Chapter
3). Also, it is assumed that received levels may exceed 160 dB re 1 IlPa out to a maximum
radius of 4.9 km. On average, however, the nus pulse levels are expected to diminish below
160 dB re 1 JlPa at a radius of -3.6 kIn from the source (Chapter 3).

180 dB Criterion.-NMFS (1995) concluded that noise pulses from a nearby seismic
vessel might affect the hearing abilities of baleen whales if received levels exceed 180 dB re
1 J.lPa. Given this assumption, the Incidental Harassment Authorization (as modified on 6
Sep. 1996) called for immediate shutdown if cetaceans were detected within 750 m during
operation ofthe airgun array, or within 650 m during operation of a single airgun. Subseq
uent analysis has shown that received levels were, at times, 180 dB re 1 JlPa or more at radii
as great as 1 km. In fact, no bowhead whales were seen by the marine mammal observers

B One bowhead was seen in the zone we classify as 0-5 km from the "general trend of the shore
line" during a period with partial-array seismic on 15 Sep. 1996 (Fig. 5.17; Table 5.3). This whale was
42 kIn WNW of the seismic vessel at the time. Its CPA to the operating seismic vessel is unknown.
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or other personnel based on the seismic source vessel. The observers were on duty and
watching for marine mammals at all hours when airgun operations were underway, for at
least 30 min before all planned startups of the airguns, and at some times with no airgun
operations. Also, aircraft~based observers saw no bowheads within 20 km of the operating
source vessel (Table 5.3; Fig. 5.39).

It is recognized that some bowheads might have been present near the source vessel
during periods of darkness or poor visibility, or below the surface. However, bowheads tend
to avoid the immediate vicinity of operating seismic vessels (Richardson et al. 1986;
Ljungblad et al. 1988). Thus, it is unlikely that any bowheads occurred within 1 km of
BPXA's operating seismic vessel. It is also assumed that any bowheads present near the
inactive vessel during poor visibility conditions would move away if a single airgun started
and then additional airguns began to operate during a "ramp-up" toward full-array operation.

Thus, no bowheads (or other cetaceans) were seen within the 750 m "shutdown radius",
or within the somewhat larger 1 km "maximum 180 dB radius", at any time during the
Northstar seismic program. It is unlikely that there were unseen bowheads within 1 km of
the operating source vessel.

160 dB Criterion.~RecentN:MFS practice involving impulsive sounds such as seismic
has been to assume that a "take by harassment" may occur if baleen whales are exposed to
received levels of pulsed sounds that exceed 160 dB re 1 }lPa. Takes of this type involve
avoidance and short-term changes in behavior that occur at distances well beyond those
where there is any likelihood of injury to the whales (NMFS 1995; Richardson et al. 1995:
372ffJ·

No Direct Evidence of "Take-; The sonobuoy data discussed above showed that none of
the bowhead whales seen by the aerial observers were within or near the areas where they
might have been exposed to seismic pulses with received levels ~160 dB re l11Pa. However,
the aerial observers saw only a very small percentage of the total number of bowheads that
migrate west past the Northstar region during late summer and autumn. Thus, the lack of
observations of bowheads exposed to ;::.:160 dB seismic pulses does not justify an assumption
that no bowheads were exposed to strong seismic pulses.

Bowheads Within 15 km of Shore: The BeringfChukchilBeaufort Sea stock of the
bowhead whale is currently estimated to contain about 8000 animals (Zeh et a1. 1995; Small
and DeMaster 1995). For purposes of estimating take we will assume that all of these
whales migrate west either north of or through the Northstar seismic exploration area.

Based on the acoustic measurements obtained during this study, nus received levels of
seismic pulses would be ~160 dB re 1 }lPa at distances as great as 3.6 kID from the source
vessel on average, and as great as 4.9 km at the maximum (Chapter 3). The following
assessment assumes that received levels exceeded 160 dB out to a radius of 4 kIn.
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The source vessel conducted seismic surveys ::;11 km north of the "O-kID line" shown in
Fig. 5.7. Thus, whales that were more than -15 kID offshore relative to the "O-kID line" (Fig.
5.7) when passing the operating source vessel would not have been exposed to seismic sounds
that exceeded 160 dB re 111Pa. During 1996 transect surveys with good sightability, 4 of the
65 individual bowheads seen (6.2%) were inshore of the 15-km line shown in Fig. 5.7, and
therefore might have been exposed to sounds that could elicit short-term changes in behavior
(Fig. 5A8e). When the differing amounts ofsurvey effort at different distances offshore (Fig.
5.35B) were taken into account, the percentage of individual bowheads that occurred within
15 km of shore in 1996 is estimated as 7.0% (Fig. 5.48D).

For several reasons, this 7.0% figure greatly overestimates the percentage of the
bowhead population that could have been exposed to 160 dB sounds:

,. This percentage does not take into account the bowheads that migrate west through
offshore waters, farther north than the northern extent of survey coverage at
71°12.5'.

,. Many bowheads migrate past Northstar after the 18 September termination of the
1996 seismic program.

,. There were no airgun operations during many of the hours prior to 18 September

Additional complications are that

,. this percentage is based on a small number of sightings, and
to- if bowheads are displaced offshore by seismic work in nearshore waters, this figure

might underestimate the percentage of bowheads that would have occurred inshore
of the IS-kIn line in the absence of seismic exploration.

The proportion of bowheads migrating inshore of the 15-km line in years other than
1996 may provide a better basis for estimating the numbers that might have been exposed
to seismic pulses with received levels ;::.160 dB re 1 JlPa in 1996. For this purpose we used
the 1994-95 period, which had similar ice conditions to those in 1996, but little or no offshore
industrial activity in the Northstar region. During the 1994-95 period none (0.0%) of the 67
individuals seen during systematic transect surveys by MMS and WL in the 147°-1500 30W
area were inshore of the 15-km line (Fig. 5ASe).

Proportion ofBowheads Passing by 18 September: The proportion of bowheads passing
the longitude of Northstar up to 18 September (the date when 1996 seismic exploration
ended) was estimated based on the MMS survey data from 1996. Their surveys extended
from 1 September to 9 October. Some whales probably passed Northstar before 1 September:
MMS and LGL surveyors saw numerous bowheads in the survey area during the initial 1996
surveys on 2-3 September, and bottom-mounted acoustic recorders seaward of Northstar
detected bowhead calls during late August 1996. Also, the migration probably continued after
9 October. Substantial numbers of bowheads were present along the Yukon coast as late as
mid-October 1985 (Evans and Holdsworth 1986), the only year when surveys have been con
ducted that late in Canadian waters. In prior years, some bowheads have been seen in the
present study area during mid-late October. In any event, 12 of 29 (41.4%) of MMS's 1996
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bowhead sightings in the 146°_151°W region were obtained on dates up to 18 September, the
period when seismic was being conducted. If we arbitrarily assume that the number of
whales that passed prior to the first survey on 2 September was similar to the number that
passed after the last survey on 9 October, then we can assume that about 41% passed prior
to the end of seismic operations.

Proportion of Time With Seismic Surveys: During the 1-18 September 1996 period,
there were 168 h when seismic survey operations were being conducted and 264 h with no
seismic operations. The 168 h includes times when operations with a full or partial array
were underway.9 Thus, strong seismic pulses were being produced during only 38.9% of the
1-18 September 1996 period. Furthennore, during -56 h of the 168 h, only a partial array
was in use, and the 160 dB radius would have been less than 4 km. Thus, the number of
whales that might have been taken is again overestimated.

Proportion ofBowheads Passing During Seismic Surveys: Combining the factors in the
two preceding paragraphs, it is estimated that, up to 18 September 1996, about 16.1% of the
bowhead population moved westward past the Northstar seismic survey area during periods
with full or partial array seismic operations (0.414 x 0.389 x 100%).

"Worst Case" Estimate ofTake: Based. on this approach and considering the 1996 survey
data, the "worst-case" estimate is that 90 bowhead whales might have encountered seismic
pulses as strong as 160 dB re 1 pPa and so could be considered "taken by harassment". This
estimate is based on a population size of 8000 whales x 0.0701 for the proportion inshore of
15-kIn line x 0.161 for the proportion passing during periods with airgun array operations).
Based on the 1994-95 survey data, the corresponding "worst case" estimate is 0 bowhead
whales (8000 x 0.0 x 0.161).

Allowance for Source Boat's Variable Distance From Slwre: These are "worst case"
estimates in that they assume that any bowhead inshore of the "15-km line" while seismic
work was underway was exposed to seismic pulses ~160 dB re 1 pPa. This would require
that the seismic vessel always be operating about 11 km from shore. In fact, of the area shot
during 1-18 September 1996, 70% was <6 kIn offshore. When the vessel was operating <6
kIn from shore, received sound levels would be <160 db re 1 ppa at distances >10 kIn
offshore. Thus, the numbers of bowheads exposed to pulses with received levels ~160 dB
were undoubtedly much lower than suggested by the previous paragraph.

The estimates can be made more realistic by making the following assumptions: 0)
During the 30% of the time that the vessel operated 6-11 kIn offshore, some of the whales
within 15 kIn of shore (mostly 10-15 kIn offshore) would be exposed to levels 2':160 dB re
1 IlPa. (2) During the 70% of the time that the vessel operated <6 kIn from shore, only the

9 The 168 h excludes an additional 9 h of operations with a single airgun, when the 160 dB radius
was much less than 3 km (Chapter 3).
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very few whales that might occur within 10 kIn from shore could be exposed to ;::160 dB
levels.

1. During the 30% of the operating time when (1) would apply, the estimated "take by
harassment" would be 27 based on the bowhead distribution observed in 1996, and
obased on the bowhead distribution observed in 1994-95. (These values are 30% of
the "worst case" estimates, 90 and 0, derived previously.)

2. To estimate take during the 70% of the operating time when (2) would apply, we
need to consider the percentage of the individual whales that migrate within 10 kIn
of shore. This was estimated as 2.20% based on the 1996 surveys (allowing for
varying survey effort at different distances offshore) and 0.0% based on the 1994-95
surveys (Fig. 5.48D). The total numbers of bowheads passing within 10 km ofshore
when airguns were operating within 6 kIn of shore would be -20 based on the 1996
data (8000 x 0.0220 x 0.161 x 0.70), and 0 based on the 1994-95 data (8000 x 0.0 x
0.161 x 0.70).

Combining (1) and (2). the take estimates based on the ~160 dB re 1 /-lPa criterion· are
47 bowheads based on the distribution observed in 1996 and 0 bowheads based on the sample
from light ice years with little offshore industrial activity (1994-95). The latter figure (0) is
no doubt an underestimate, as a few bowheads do occur within 15 km of shore in certain
years. However, the former figure (47) is an overestimate: it effectively assumes that the
seismic boat was operating 6 km from shore whenever it was :::;6 km offshore (70% of the
operating hours), and that it was operating about 11 kIn from shore whenever it was more
than 6 km offshore (30% of the operating hours).

Further refinements in the estimates could be made by examining both the bowhead
sightings and the seismic survey activities on a finer spatial scale. Allowance could also be
made for the fact that the seismic signals undoubtedly attenuate more rapidly when the
vessel is in shallow water than when it is in deeper water. However, it does not seem
appropriate or necessary to incorporate further levels of refinement and complexity into the
estimation process, given

.. the many assumptions that are inevitably involved,

.. the very small sample sizes for sightings in nearshore waters,

.. the fact that the estimated take is already small, and

.. the fact that the type of "taking" being discussed is avoidance and short-term
behavioral changes with no known long-term consequences to the animals.

Displacement Criterion.-Bowheads whose migration corridor is deflected offshore
by a seismic program in nearshore waters could be considered to be disturbed or "taken by
harassment". The 1996 Northstar monitoring program found hints of possible offshore
displacement of some bowheads during periods of active seismic exploration. The proportion
of the bowheads traveling within 20 km ofshore was apparently lower during seismic periods
(Fig. 5.28). More data are needed to confirm whether this apparent effect was actually
caused by the seismic vessel. However, it is instructive to estimate the number of bowheads
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that might have been "taken by harassment" if bowheads migrating past Northstar within
20 km of shore actually were displaced or otherwise disturbed by the seismic.

Based on 1996 aerial survey results from times without seismic exploration, 19 of 64
(29.7%) individuals seen were within 20 kIn from shore (Fig. 5.280). Allowing for varying
survey effort at different distances from shore, it was estimated that -33.5% of the individual
bowheads passing through the surveyed area without seismic were <20 km from shore (Fig.
5.28D). During 1994-95, 2 of 68 (2.9%) individual bowheads seen were shoreward of the 20
km line. Corrected for variable survey effort at different distances from shore, -3.1% of the
individual bowheads migrating through the surveyed area were within 20 km ofshore during
1994-95 (5.47C,Dl.

The factors derived earlier for proportions of bowheads passing Northstar by 18
September (0.414) and during times with active airguns (0.389) apply here as well.
Therefore, we estimate that, in 1996, 5.4% of the bowhead population (0.414 x 0.389 x 0.335)
would have passed within 20 kIn of the northern edge of the exploration area while the
airguns were in operation if there were no deflection. The comparable estimate based on
1994-95 data is 0.5% (0.414 x 0.389 x 0.03). Applying these proportions to the total
estimated number of bowheads (8000) passing through or north of the Northstar area results
in estimates of about 430 and 40 bowheads that might have been disturbed by seismic
operations, based. on 1996 and 1994-95 data, respectively. Of these, the estimated numbers
exposed to rms sound levels ~160 dB re 1 J.lPa were <47 based on 1996 data and a based on
1994-95 data.

20 Nautical Mile Criterion.-During a meeting in Seattle on 21 May 1996, a review
team requested that one of the objectives of the Northstar monitoring study be tc estimate
the proportion of the bowhead whales that migrate past the Northstar study site within 20
n.mi. of the northern edge of the site when the airguns are in operation. The northern edge
of the exploration area was 11 kIn offshore, and 20 n.mi. (37 kIn) beyond that would be 48
km offshore. We rounded this off to 50 km to correspond to one of the 5-km distance from
shore categories used in this analysis (Fig. 5.7).

We include the "20 n.mi. estimate" in this section as it is closely related to the previous
"take" estimates. There is some evidence that, in summer, seismic vessels may have subtle
effects on surfacing, respiration and dive cycles of bowheads at distances exceeding 20 n.mi.
(37 kIn) (Richardson et al. 1986). Also, Inupiat whalers believe that migrating bowheads can
be "displaced from their normal migratory path by as much as 30 miles" (Kanayurak et al.
1997). However, the 1996 Northstar data provide no indication that disturbance responses
extended as much as 20 n.mi. (37 kIn) from the operating seismic vessel.

Based on 1996 data, 59 of 65 (90.8%) individuals seen were within 50 km from shore
(Fig. 5.480). Allowing for varying survey effort at different distances from shore, -86.1% of
the individual bowheads passing through the surveyed area were <50 kIn from shore (Fig.
5.48D). During 1994-95, 64 of 67 (95.5%) individual bowheads seen were shoreward of the
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60 kin line. Correcl.ed for variable IUrvey effort, -92.~ of lhe individual bowheadl
migrating through the IU....eyed area were within 50 Iun of ahore during 1994-95 (5.47C,D),

The factors derived earli('r for proportion. of bowheada palI8ing Northatar by 18
September (0.414) and during timce with active airguna (0..389) apply here lUI well.
1berefoce, we estimat.e that., in 1996, 13.9'lo of the bowhead population (0.414" 0.389"
0.861) pel i within 20 n.mi. oll.he northeo'n edge of abe uploral.:ion anNl while the aitguna
were in openoUon. 'Ibe comparable estimate based on 1994-95 data il 14.9'lo (O.414 "0.389
"0.928). Applying lhe8e propottiorm to lhe total eatimated number of bowheaca (8000)
pll5llling through or north of the Northlltar area gi'IeCI Clltlmatell of -1100 and 1200 bowhead&
migrating Ihoreward of the 50 km line during period. of seiamie operalion, ba$ed on 1996
and 1994·95 data. tftpectively.

'Ibe percentageland numben quoted al»ve are preewnably overeatimat.ed to a minor
degree. They 8llIuD1e that all bowbealU; ltavel. ....eal within the area aampled by BPXAlLGL
and MMS aerialaut"\oe)'l, which were mainly within 85 Iun of abon! during 1996 (."ig. 5.6A)
In prior yea... MMS h.. conducted more aurvey. ofwaten >85 km offshore of Notthatar (Fig,
6.6B). The earlier surveya, summariz.ed in LGL and Cr<l<:'neridge (1996), show thala small
proportion of bowhead& occur farther north than the northernmOllt 1996 lighting. If IO'J. of
the bowbeadsoccur in thoaeoff.llhore wate..., then the number within 20 n.mi. oCLhe northcm
edge oftbe Miamic UploraUoD area during periods of 1996 with airgun open.tionlI may have
tx!(>n -1000-1100 nltber than 1100--1200.

A lubatantial bul unilnown proportion of the eatimated 1000-1200 bowheada pa.uing
within 20 n.mi, ofthe Northlltar area during timCl with seismic operation.ll were expoaoo to
seismic PUlflCll with rll1ll reol.'ivcd levels below 160 dB re 1 ).Ira but high enough to be
detectable. As~ earlier, the number ('Ipoll(l(i tolevela 2:160 dB WlUl eatimeted I\lIleu
than 47 bowheada. To obtain realistic eatimatea ortbe proportionaofthe bowhead population
expOlled to variol.>s other lev. e.g. 150, 140, 130 and 120 dB, it would be lie! II!')' l.o take
_nt olthe proportion oftbe time that the lIeismie v_I ....... operatiDi in vanoua water
deptha and detailed information about Ion,g..d.istaoce .eawanl propagation of.lK'ismic ROunds
in relation to aoUtoll deplh. By taking the available ambient noili<'! data (Chapter 3) 'nl.o
llCCOunt, lhe.IIC received level elltimatell eouJd be eonverted to eatimatea of the proportion of
the bowhead population expoll(l(i to lICismie pulliet stronger than ambient noise end
preaumably audible, >10 dB ebove ambient., >20 dB above ambient, etc. TheIe typea of
Inalyxis ....ere beyond the aoope olthe preeent project..

Summary ofE.t,'ma'ed -ralte b,.lIofYLli.m~,.t".-{l)'Ibe beat ell.1mate ofthe number
or bowheads ez:pI.IOIC(Ito .aeismie puJaee at r«:eivcd levels 2:180 dB re 1 Jll'a was :tero. (2) All
observed bowhea<la were in areaa where receiVed Jevels of the pulse. (rms measuroment
method) were well below 160 dB ra l ).Il'a, (3) Based on the distance-from·ahore distributions
of an bowheads aeen in 1996 and earlier yean, a amall number of bowheads would be
eIped.ed either to oocur within the 160 dB radilll around the aeilImie .-ource v_lor to

e:dtibit avoidaDC1l! of that arM.. (4) Estimatea of the numben of buwh.da that ought occur
wIthin the 160 dB radiua et aome time during lhe late IUJDIDerfIUtumn period are <47 bow·
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heads (based on 1996 data) and 0 bowheads (1994-95 data), i.e. <0.6% and 0.0% ofthe popu
lation. (5) The small numbers expected to be "taken" in this way are likely to exhibit
displacement and short-term behavioral changes, but no long-term effects on individuals or
the population are expected. (6) Bowheads that would have migrated within 20 kIn of shore
in the absence ofseismic may have been displaced or otherwise disturbed during periods with
seismic. Ifso, as many as 400 bowheads (based on 1996 data only) or 40 bowheads (consider
ing 1994-95 data) may have been affected in these ways.

On the order of 1000-1200 bowheads may have moved west within 20 n.mi. of the north
ern edge of the seismic exploration area during times when airguns were operating. Many
of these whales would have been exposed to seismic pulses, but this study provided no
evidence that disturbance effects or "take" extended 20 n.mi. offshore of the seismic explora·
tion area. Inupiat hunters believe that migrating bowheads can be "displaced from their
nonnal migratory path by as much as 30 miles", and previous behavioral studies suggest that
subtle behavioral effects may sometimes extend to 20+ n.mi. from seismic vessels.

All of the above estimates are imprecise given the small numbers ofbowhead sightings
in 1996 and in 1994~95, the two "control" years with similar ice conditions and little indus~

trial activity, and other limitations of the data. Data from additional years with seismic
exploration will be required to confirm statistically that nearshore seismic exploration has
measurable effects on the autumn migration corridor ofbowheads and to estimate the magni
tude of any effects.

A general "Summary and Conclusions" section concerning bowheads and other cetacean
species appears as §5.6 of this Chapter.

5.4 Gray Whale

The Eastern North Pacific stock ofgray whales has recovered significantly over the past
several decades; based on 1993-94 counts, this stock consists of about 23,100 individuals
(Small and DeMaster 1995). This stock is not considered a strategic stock and it was recently
(1994) removed from the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife. Most of these gray
whales spend the summer on feeding grounds in the northern Bering and southern Chukchi
seas, with significant numbers occurring northeast to Point Barrow (Clarke et al. 1989).

Gray whales are rare in the Beaufort Sea, but occasional sightings have been recorded.
Maher (1960) listed records at Foggy Island, the mouth of the Shaviovik River, Flaxman
Island, and Barter Island. A few single gray whales have been seen as far east as the
Canadian Beaufort Sea (Rugh and Fraker 1981; W.J. Richardson, unpubl. data). These
records indicate that small numbers must travel through Alaskan Beaufort waters during
summer and autumn in some years. A single gray whale was reported taken by hunters at
Cross Island in 1933 (Maher 1960).

A single dead gray whale was sighted by MMS on 3 September 1988 in Mikkelsen Bay
near Tigvariak Island, about 60 kIn southeast of the eastern edge of the Northstar seismic
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area (Treacy 1989). No other gray whales were sighted by MMS or LGL in the Northstar
region during aerial surveys conducted within the 17 year period from 1979 to 1995 (LGL and
Greeneridge 1996).

During 1996, no gray whales are known to have occurred in the Northstar region. None
were seen by aerial or boat-based observers during the 1996 Northstar monitoring program.
None were seen during MMS's aerial surveys in the Northstar area.

The reaction thresholds ofgray whales to seismic noise are similar to those of bowheads
(Malme et al. 1984, 1988; Richardson et al. 1995:293ff). Given the historical rarity of the
species in the Northstar region and the lack of sightings during 1996, it is highly unlikely
that any gray whales were exposed to strong noise pulses from the 1996 Northstar seismic
exploration program. Therefore, the estimated "take by harassment" during the 1996
Northstar seismic program is zero.

5.5 Beluga Whale

5.5.1 Survey Effort and Sightings, 1996

LGL and MMS Aerial Surveys, 1996.-BPXAlLGL aerial surveys were conducted on
14 days during the 1-21 September study period. Substantial coverage of the survey tran
sects was obtained on 9 of these days (Table 5.2). On 13 days during the late summer and
autumn of 1996 (1 Sep.-9 Oct.), MMS conducted transect surveys in one or more of their
survey blocks 1, 2, and the eastern part of block 3 (east of 1500 30'W). These areas include
the Northstar region and the area where the BPXAlLGL surveys were conducted. BPXAlLGL
and :M:MS beluga sightings during the 1 September-9 October period are mapped in Figure
5.49. A total of 88 beluga sightings and 436 individuals were recorded within the central
Alaskan Beaufort Sea (l46°-151°W).

Only 43 (49%) of the sightings and 152 (35%) of the individuals observed were
"Transect" sightings within the Northstar area (147°-1500 30W). Most of the sightings were
near or beyond the north ends of the BPXAlLGL extensive survey lines in water depths >100
ill (Fig. 5.49). No belugas were seen within the Northstar seismic area in 1996. However,
two groups totalling 6 whales were seen close to shore (water depth about 12 m) west of the
Northstar area on 19 September, and may have passed through that area. There were only
three sightings within 50 kIn of the seismic area (Fig. 5.49); all of those were on occasions
without seismic exploration.

LGL and M~lSAerial Surveys, 1979-95.-The distributions ofbeluga sightings during
1996 and 1979-95 were similar (Fig. 5.49 vs. 5.50). The 1979-95 period included years with
widely varying ice conditions and levels of offshore industrial activity. Therefore, the pooled
1979-95 data are not entirely comparable to those from 1996--a light-to-moderate ice year
with a nearshore seismic program. However, the sightings from the 1979-95 period demon
strate that the autumn migration of the beluga through the central Alaskan Beaufort Sea
consistently occurs well offshore, largely beyond the northern ends of the BPXAlLGL survey



lra.uecu:. MOllt sightinp in 1979.95,like mOlltoflhOlle in 1996, ..ere in deep otrsbore waLen
beyond the 100 m depth contour. Even lO, the offshore na~ure of beluga distrihution ill
undoubtedly understated by the dilltributions mapped in f'iguretl 5,50 and especially 5.48
beeau.se lIurvey effort Willi limited far ofTahore, .,.pecilllly in 1996 (I''ig. 5.6). Many beluga
sigbtinga in prior yean were north of71'20' (MMS lIurvey hlock 10), even though aerial Sur·
vey coverage there Wall very limited.

The only lIightinp in the immediate Northstar area during MMS and LGL aerial
SUNeY' from 1979 to 1995 COI'IlIiated of one LGL sighting in a lagoon immediately lIOuth of
NonhlItar during 1984 (Fig. 5.50). There were four o~her lIightinp within -20 km of
Northstar, in watenl ranging from <10 to <25 m deep.

1996 &i.mit: "'•. 1996 No &o.mit:.-Durifll 1996,sightinp o:nd lIightinp per 100 km
of lIurvey effort were highest 70-80 km from shore during both lICismic and non'lIeillmic
periods (Fig. 5.51). BMed on these data, there ill no evidence that belugu were diatributed
farther offlloore during periods wilh -.ilImic aeth'ity. However, during seillmic period. there
Willi virtually no survey effort ;>75lun from lIhore and none >80 km from lIhore Wig. 5.298).
Therefore, thelIe surveY' <:O\Ild not have detected an offshore shift. in beh'gll diatribution if
one had oocurred. There were 4.8 .ightinpflOO km during aeismic periods and 5.5 sighting""
100 km dunng non..-eismic perioda. Again, the survey coverage far otrlloore _all too limil.ed
to jUlltify any interpretation of tbooIe values.

Overall, ~he combined LGL and MMS aerial lIUrvey OO'\'erage in the cenual Millikan
Beaufort. Sea during 1996 lIampled only the ...uth(>rn margin of the main beluga migration
corridor. For thi.ll reuon the data are not suitable for the detailed anal)'llell ollhe typelJ done
for bowhead whales.

Timing.-In 1996, belugas were I1lOIIt frequently rer:on:lcd in the Northstar region
durin( the 6 to 10 September period (Fig. 5.52). Howe"er, when standardixed to allow for
the highly ....riable amountll oesurvey elTort during different 5-d perioda (Fig. 5.52E), peak
lIightingsllOO km and individuaWIOO km were reconIed during the 21·25 September period.

We considered comparing the 1IellllOnal pattern or migration in 1996 with that obIIervcd
in other yean, e.(. 1994-95 mght ice yean with niVlittle offshore industrial activity).
However, gape in lIun'ey coverage during lODle critu:al 5-day time periodll make this a
dubious compariaoo (Fig. 5.44E, 5.52E).

Alsoo, .l.andanliution by total 8urvt:y effort in each 5-<1ay period doe! not dOOll not take
IOto account varying 8Urvey effort at different distances from lIhore. Thi. ill an important
factor for bl!lugllB, which concentrat.e far olTshore. Yean like 1996, in which IlPXA!LGL
surveyl' contributed relatively large amounta oe neanhore .urvey elTort, are not directly
coInparable to yean like 1994, ...hen only MMS Wll.ll n}'lng lUrveyi'. Th'lI ill 1IO even when the
retlultll are standardized for survey elTort, becaWlC MMS lIuNeY' often e"tended farther off
shore (Fig. 5.6). t'or this roaaon, and becalllle !.he combined LGL and MMS 1996 surve,..
lIIImpled only the lOulhern edge of the main migration corridor, we hove not "~tempt.ed to
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compare the seasonal pattern of beluga migration observed In 1996 with the patterns
observed in other years or combinations of years.

5.5.2 Estimated Beluga "Take by Harassment"

In the following analyses we have again assumed that the received rms pulse levels
from the seismic source could be as high as 180 dB re 1 pPa at distances up to 1 km. They
may be :2:.160 dB re 1 pPa out to an average radius of3.6 kIn and occasionally to a maximum
of 4.9 Ion (Chapter 3).

180 dB Criterion.-N:MFS (995) concluded that it is unlikely that noise pulses from
a nearby seismic vessel would harass odontocetes (other than sperm whales) even at a
received level of 190 dB re 1 pPa. In this project, BPXA proposed a 180 dB shutdown
criterion for belugas as well as bowheads, and the IRA issued by NMFS adopted that
criterion for both species. The shutdown (180 dB) radius around the seismic boat was
estimated in advance of the project as 650 m. On 30 August, this radius was adjusted to 750
m (except for single-gun operations), based on results of preliminary sound measurements
that are now further analyzed in Chapter 3. Those analyses have shown that received levels
were, at times, 180 dB re 1 pPa or more at radii as great as 1 km.

In any event, no belugas were seen 'Within a 1 Jan radius of the source vessel (or any
where nearby) at any time during either the boat-based or the aerial monitoring. At least
one boat-based observer was on duty and watching for marine mammals at all hours when
airgun operations were underway, for at least 30 min before all planned startups of the
airguns, and at some times with no airgun operations. The boat~basedobservers' detection
capabilities were greatly reduced at night. Even so, given the rarity of belugas in nearshore
waters in this area during late summer and autumn, it is unlikely that any belugas were
exposed to seismic pulses with rms received levels at or above 180 dB re 1 J.lPa at any time
during the 1996 Northstar project.

160 dB Criterion.-The lHA indicates that, during this project, the designated zone
of potential harassment for belugas is the area within which received levels of seismic pulses
can exceed 160 dB re 1 pPa. The rationale fur this is not identified. Insofar as we know,
there are no specific data in the literature on the reaction thresholds of belugas or other
small-moderate size toothed whales to seismic pulses. Beluga hearing is not very sensitive
at the low frequencies where seismic sounds are strongest (AWbrey et a1. 1988; Johnson et
a1. 1989). Nonetheless seismic sounds are strong enough to be detectable to belugas or other
toothed whales at long ranges (Richardson et al. 1995:354ff; Richardson and Wursig in press).

No Direct Evidence of ~Take -: Fig. 5.49 shows that none of the beluga whales seen
during the aerial surveys were within 60 kIn of the operating source vessel. Chapter 3
describes the transmission loss relative to the source vessel and indicates that received levels
of 160 dB re 1 p.Pa did not normally extend beyond 3.6 km from the source vessel (maximum
4.9 km). No beluga whales seen by the aerial observers were within or near the areas where
they might have been exposed to seismic pulses with received levels 2:::160 dB re 1 ).IPa.
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However, the aerial observers saw only a very small percentage of the total number of
belugas that migrated west past the Northstar region during late summer and autumn in
1996. Thus, the lack of observations of belugas exposed to ;;::160 dB seismic pulses does not
justifY an assumption that none were exposed to strong seismic pulses.

Belugas Within 15 km ofShore: The Beaufort Sea stock ofthe beluga whale is currently
estimated to contain about 41,610 animals (Small and DeMaster 1995). For purposes of
estimating take we will assume that all of these whales migrate west north ofor through the
Northstar seismic exploration area. AB for the bowhead, the following assessment assumes
that received levels may exceed 160 dB out to a radius of 4 km. The seismic exploration area
extended out to -11 km from shore, so levels ;;::160 dB could occur out to -15 kIn from shore.

The Northstar seismic area is far south of the main migration corridor for the Beaufort
Sea stock ofbeluga whales. Thus, infonnation collected during this project on the timing and
distribution of their movements is not necessarily representative of the entire beluga
migration. The actual proportion of the beluga whale population that passes through the
area where BPXAlLGL Northstar aerial surveys were conducted (out to about 65-85 km
offshore) is unknown, but probably less than 20%.

Based on 1996 "Transect" surveys, 3.9% (6 of 152) of the belugas that passed through
the aerial survey area passed within 15 km of our "O-kIn line" (Fig. 5.53C). When numbers
of individuals are standardized for different survey coverage in the different offshore zones,
an estimated 2.1% of the belugas passing through the aerial survey area out to 65-85 kID
offshore carne within 15 kIn of the "O-kIn line" during 1996 (Fig. 5.53D).

The migration extends until early-to-mid-October and on the order of 60% of the
migration may occur up 18 September, when seismic work ended. AB described in §5.3 Bow
headslEstimated Take, strong seismic pulses were being produced for only 38.9% of the time
during the 1-18 September period.

Summarizing the relevant factors, of the estimated 41,610 belugas in the Beaufort Sea
stock, less than 20% come within the aerial survey area, about 2.1% of those passing through
the aerial survey area in 1996 were within 15 kID of shore, about 60% of the population
migrates west through the area off Northstar during dates up to 18 September, and seismic
work was undeJ"\'i.'ay during 38.9% of the hours from 1·18 September

If all of these percentages are applied to the stock size to estimate the maximum num
ber of belugas that might have passed Northstar within 15 kIn of shore while strong seismic
sounds were being emitted, the result is 41 belugas (41,610 x 0.20 x 0.021 x 0.60 x 0.389).

For reasons discussed in the bowhead section, this approach is expected to overestimate
the numbers exposed to pulses with nns received levels of 160 dB re 1 JlPa. It does not
account for the fact that many of the estimated 41 belugas coming within 15 km of shore
would be >4 km from the seismic source vessel, given that it worked within 6 km of shore
70% of the time. Thus the actual number exposed to 160 dB pulses was probably
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considerably lower than 41, and possibly zero.

Furthennore, if 160 dB is a reasonable disturbance threshold for bowhead whales with
their (presumed) sensitive low frequency hearing, it is doubtful that belugas with poor
hearing sensitivity at low frequencies would be disturbed by seismic pulses at received levels
of 160 dB re 1 llPa.

20 Nautical Mile Criterion.-During a meeting in Seattle on 21 May 1996, a review
team requested that one of the objectives of the Northstar monitoring study be to estimate
the proportion of the bowhead whales and other marine mammals that migrate past the
Northstar study site within 20 n.mi. (37 km) of the northern edge of the site when the
airguns are in operation. AB described for bowheads, 20 n.mi. from the northern edge of the
seismic exploration area is 48 k.m offshore, which we round-off to 50 km offshore. There is
no evidence that belugas 20 n.mi. from a seismic vessel are disturbed or "taken by harass
ment".

Based on 1996 "Transect" data, 8 of 152 (5.3%) individuals that were sighted were
within 50 km from shore (Fig. 5.53C). After allowing for varying amounts of survey effort
at different distances from shore, an estimated 2.4% of the individual belugas occurring
within the 14T-150"30'W area were inshore of the 50 km from shore line (Fig. 5.53D).

Using this 2.4% figure together v.rith the correction factors derived earlier for
proportions of belugas passing through the BPXAlLGL survey area (0.20), passing Northstar
by 18 September (0.60), and during seismic surveys (0.389), we estimate that 0.11% (0.024
x 0.20 x 0.60 x 0.389) of the beluga population passed within 20 n.mi. of the northern edge
of Northstar in 1996. By applying this proportion to the total estimated number of belugas
(41,610) passing through or north of the Northstar area, we estimate that roughly 47 belugas
traveled. west shoreward of the 50 km from shore line in 1996, i.e. within about 20 n.mi. of
the northern edge of Northstar.

Summary ofEstimated "Take by Harassment".-It is very unlikely that any belugas
were exposed to seismic pulses with nns received levels 2::180 dB re 1 pPa during the 1996
Northstar seismic program. No belugas were directly observed to be exposed to pulses with
received levels of 2::160 dB either. Even allowing for belugas migrating past the seismic
operation at times when they could not be observed, only a very low proportion of the
Beaufort Sea stock, probably well under 41 animals, might have exposed to seismic pulses
with received levels 2::160 dB re 1 J.lPa on a nns basis. If these animals were disturbed by
hearing the seismic sounds, the effect was likely short term and localized, with no lasting
consequences for individuals or the population. The disturbance threshold may be above 160
dB, in which case the number potentially "taken by disturbance" would be predicted to be
even lower.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusions

No cetaceans were seen in the Northstar study area by the boat-based marine mammal
observers. During July through September 1996, the observers watched for marine mammals
at all times while airgun operations were in progress, for at least 30 min before all planned
startups of the airguns, and at some times with no airgun operations

Partial or complete BPXAlLGL aerial surveys were flown on 14 dates from 3 to 20
September 1996, including 6648.3 km ofsurvey coverage during periods with no seismic and
3576.2 km during periods potentially influenced by seismic activities: 791.3 km during
partial array seismic (all of it with five airguns), 2259.4 km during full array seismic, and
525.5 kIn during post-seismic periods (i.e. 0-3.5 hours after the end of full array seismic).

The Minerals Management Service conducted transect surveys in the same area on 13
days in 1996. Only 2% of the transect surveys flown by MMS in the Northstar area were
during seismic periods (51 of 2747 km with 5-gun "partial array" or "post-seismic").

5.6.1 Bowhead Whale

During the BPXAlLGL aerial surveys, there were 58 sightings of bowheads involving
77 individuals. Of these,

.. 7 sightings and 7 individuals were with full array seismic,

.. 2 sightings and 2 individuals were ¥lith partial array seismic (and within 3.5 h after
the end of full-array seismic),

.. 8 sightings and 12 individuals were during post-seismic periods, and

.. 41 sightings and 56 individuals were during no-seismic periods.

There was no immediately obvious relationship between the numbers of bowheads
sighted and the status of the seismic array during the aerial surveys. Relatively large
numbers of bowheads were seen dUring some days with seismic and some days without seis
mic. Likewise, few bowheads were recorded on other days with seismic and without seismic.
Overall, we saw an average of0.59 bowheads per 100 km ofsurveys during all seismic condi
tions combined (n=17 sightings and 21 individuals), and 0.84 bowheads per 100 km ofsurveys
without seismic (n=41 and 56). The closest sightings of bowheads with respect to the
operating airgun array were 22-27 kID away.

MMS obtained 29 sightings of 39 individual bowheads in this area. Twelve MMS sight
ings including 17 individual bowheads were recorded up to 18 September when seismic
exploration ended. None of these sightings were during seismic periods.

Distance from Shore.~Thenumber ofbowhead sightings within the Northstar region
during LGL and MMS aerial surveys in 1996 was small, and only a minority of these sight
ings were during (n=9) or within 3.5 h after (n=8) periods of seismic exploration. It is not
appropriate to draw general conclusions about effects of seismic exploration on the position
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of the bowhead migration corridor based on this 1996 monitoring study alone. However, the
following points were evident from the data available:

1996 Seismic us. 1996 No Seismic: Bowheads tended to be seen both closer to shore and
farther offshore without seismic than with seismic. The modal distance from shore was
-10 km farther offshore with seismic, consistent with the possibility of seaward displacement
by seismic, when data collected under poor sightability conditions were included. However,
the distributions with and without seismic overlapped broadly, and when poor sightability
data were excluded sightings tended to be closer to shore with seismic than without seismic.

1996 East us. 1996 West: There was no evidence that distances from shore were greater
in the western than in the eastern part of the Northstar region.

1996 us. 1994-95: We found no evidence that bowheads were distributed farther from
shore in 1996 (either overall or during times with seismic) than in 1994-95 (years with little
or no offshore industrial activity). If anything, bowhead migration tended to be closer to
shore during 1996, the year with seismic.

Years with Little vs. Substantial Industrial Activity: Bowhead sightings tended to be
slightly farther offshore during 1996 plus four other light ice years with substantial
industrial activity than during two light ice years without activity. This difference was
statistically significant (P<O.05).

Available data are insufficient to determine whether the tendency for the southern edge
of the main bowhead migration corridor to be farther offshore with seismic or other industrial
activities is indicative of a causal relationship. The tendency was not statistically significant
for seismic but was significant considering the larger sample of data for industrial activities
in general. The observed tendencies are consistent with the experience of bowhead hunters.

Most bowheads seen with seismic exploration were within- -20-30 krn from shore, and
thus apparently passed within -10-20 krn of the northern edge of the seismic area. There
was much overlap between the migration corridors in years with vs. without seismic or other
industrial activities.

Data from additional years with seismic exploration will be required to confirm
statistically that nearshore seismic exploration has measurable effects on the autumn
migration corridor of bowheads and to estimate the magnitude of any effects.

Behavior, Headings and Migration Timing.-Based on small sample sizes, there
was no indication that resting at the surface was appreciably more common during seismic
than no-seismic periods.

The headings ofbowheads engaged in "swimming" were bimodal both with and without
seismic exploration during 1996. The percentage of bowheads heading in unexpected direc~

tions in the Northstar region during 1996 was not significantly different from that in 1994~
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95, when there were no offshore industrial activities. Headings during five years with sub
stantial offshore industrial activity did not differ significantly from those during 1994-95.
However, based on a very small sample, bowhead headings in eastern and western portions
of the study area differed significantly, with more bowheads heading in "other" directions in
the western portion (i.e. near Northstar).

Bowhead numbers in the Northstar region, averaged by 5-day periods, seemed fairly
steady during the 1-30 September period of 1996. On average, peak sighting rates occurred
-10 days later during during five light ice years with substantial industrial activity than
during two light ice years with little industrial activity (1994-95). However, the 1994-95 data
were limited, and no conclusions can be drawn about industry effects on migration timing.

Bowhead Call Counts.-Bottom-mounted acoustic recorders operated simultaneously
at sites offshore from Northstar and from Narwhal Island (45 kIn ESE of the Northstar
recorder) from 31 August to 14 September 1996. The recorders were near the 25 and 30 m
depth contours, respectively, in the zone defined as being 20-25 kIn from shore. They
recorded 6920 and 17,634 bowhead calls, respectively, during 351 h of simultaneous
operations.

The number of calls detectable per hour near Northstar was significantly lower, both
overall and relative to the paired Narwhal Island count, during hours when seismic pulses
were detectable on the Northstar recorder. Ensonification of waters near Northstar by
seismic sounds apparently had one or both of the following effects: it reduced the number
of calls emitted by an average bowhead per hour, and/or reduced the number of bowheads
within a several kilometer distance of the recording unit off Northstar.

Sounds Received Near Bowheads.-The strongest seismic pulses measured near bow
heads observed during this project had peak levels near 122 dB and nus levels near 114 dB
re 1 llPa. However, we probably did not record the strongest sounds received by the bow
heads that were sighted during this project. Whales traveling west 15 kIn offshore could
have been exposed to rms pulse levels approaching (but not exceeding) 160 dB re 1 pPa if
they passed when the airgun array was operating near the northern edge of the seismic
operations area (10-11 km offshore). Whales traveling west <15 km offshore, as some did in
the absence of seismic; could have been exposed to levels ~160 dB if they animals did not
deflect away from the seismic vessel.

Estimated ''Take by Harassment".-The best estimate of the number of bowheads
exposed to seismic pulses at received levels 2::180 dB re 1 p.Pa was zero. All observed
bowheads were in areas where received levels of the pulses (rms measurement method) were
well below 160 dB re 1 pPa.

Based on the distance-from-shore distributions of all bowheads seen in 1996 and
selected earlier years, a small number of bowheads would be expected either to occur within
the 160 dB radius around the seismic source vessel or to exhibit avoidance of that area.
Estimates of the numbers of bowheads that might occur within the 160 dB radius at some
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time during the late summer/autumn period are <47 bowheads (based on 1996 data) and 0
bowheads (1994-95 data), i.e. <0.6% and 0.0% of the population. The small numbers expected
to be "taken" in this way are likely to exhibit displacement and short-teon behavioral
changes, but no long-term effects on individuals or the population are expected.

Bowheads that would have migrated within 20 kIn of shore in the absence of seismic
may have been displaced or otherwise disturbed during periods with seismic. If so, as many
as 430 bowheads (based on 1996 data only) or 40 bowheads (considering 1994-95 data) may
have been affected in these ways.

On the order of 1000-1200 bowheads may have moved west within 20 n.m. (37 kIn) of
the northern edge of the seismic exploration area during times when airguns were operating
in 1996. Many of these whales would have been exposed to seismic pulses. This study pro
vided no evidence that disturbance effects or "take" extended 20 n.mi. offshore of the seismic
exploration area. Inupiat hunters believe that migrating bowheads can be "displaced from
their normal migratory path by as much as 30 miles", and previoWi behavioral studies sug
gest that subtle behavioral effects may sometimes extend to 20+ n.mi. from seismic vessels.

5.6.2 Gray and Beluga Whales

Gray whales are rare in the Northstar region, and none were sighted during BPXAJLGL
or MM3 surveys in 1996. For gray whales, the estimated "take by harassment" during the
1996 Northstar seismic program was zero.

Beluga migration during 1996 was predominantly far offshore, as in other years.
Almost all sightings during 1996 were at the extreme northern edge of the study area.
However, as usual, a few small groups traveled west through nearshore waters.

The combined LGL and MMS aerial surveys during 1996 sampled only the southern
margin of the main beluga migration corridor. For this reason the data are not suitable for
the detailed analyses of distances offshore with and without seismic, in various years, etc.

Roughly 47 belugas were estimated to have traveled west within about 20 n.mi. (37 kIn)

of the northern edge of the seismic exploration area during periods with seismic work.

The number of belugas "taken by harassment" was small and perhaps zero. It is very
unlikely that any belugas were exposed to nus received levels ~180 dB re 1 p.Pa. No belugas
were directly observed to be exposed to rms received levels ,;::160 dB. Allowing for belugas
migrating past the seismic operation at times when they could not be observed, a very low
proportion of the Beaufort Sea stock, probably under 41 animals, might have been exposed
to ~160 dB. The disturbance threshold may be above 160 dB, in which case the number
potentially "taken by disturbance" would be predicted to be even lower.
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5.6.3 Summary Organized by Objectives

Eight analysis objectives were identified at a meeting held in Seattle on 21 May 1996
to review the draft monitoring plan (see §1.2 in Chapter 1). All of these objectives dealt with
whales either in whole or in part:

(a) -Estimate the proportion ofthe bowhead whales (and other marine mammals) that migrate
past the Northstar study site within 20 nm of the northern edge of the site when the air guns
are in operation. "

On the order of 1000-1200 bowheads may have moved west within 20 n.mi. (37 kIn) of
the northern edge of the seismic exploration area during times when airguns were
operating in 1996. Many of these whales would have been exposed to seismic pulses.
[Based on §5.3.8, page 5-93ffl.

(b) -Estimate the number ofother marine mammals within 20 nm of the northern edge of the
study site whe.n the air guns are in operation. "

An estimated 47 belugas traveled west within about 20 n.mi. of the northern edge of the
seismic exploration area during times when airguns were operating in 1996. 1Based on
§5.5, page 5-105].

(c) -Estimate the number of baleen whales within 2130 ft of the sound source when the air
guns are in operation. n

The radius within which the rms level of the seismic pulses was expected to be 2:180 dB
re 1 JlPa was initially estimated as 650 m (2130 ft). The 180 dB radius was later deter
mined to be up to 1.0 km on some occasions (Chapter 3). The best estimate of the num
ber of bowheads exposed to seismic pulses at received levels 2:180 dB re 1 -pPa was zero.
[Based on §5.3.8, page 5-87]. No gray whales were seen during this study, and presum
ably none were exposed to a received level 2:180 dB re 1 JlPa.

(d) -Estimate the number ofother marine mammals within 500 ft of the sound source during
seismic operations. "

No belugas were seen or suspected to occur within 500 ft (150 m) of the sound source.
[Based on §5.5, page 5-102]. Results for seals are given in Chapter 4.

(e) REstimate the. distribution of observed distances between the (closest) active seismic vessel
and bowhead whales seen on effort during the. aerial survey. "

The distances ofobserved bowheads from the active or recently-active seismic vessel are
listed in Table 5.3 in §5.3.1; the distances ranged from 21 to 74 kIn. However, most of
these whales were probably not at their closest points of approach when seen. Figure
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5.47 (page 5-86) shows the location of the whale migration corridor in 1996 relative to
the outer (northern) edge of the seismic exploration area.

(f) ~Test the hypothesis that the distribution ofbowhead whales (and other marine mammals)
is independent of the estimated received sound level produced by all of the vessels associated
with the Northstar study. ~

The southern edge of the main bowhead migration corridor tended to be farther offshore
at times with seismic than at times without seismic during 1996. The 1996 data were
insufficient to detennine statistically whether this trend was indicative of a causal
relationship, given the small sample size available from a single year of surveys (see
§5.3.3, page 5-52ftl. However, the observed tendency was consistent with the experience
of bowhead hunters.

(g) ~Test the hypothesis that the swimming direction ofbowhead whales is independent ofthe
estimated received sound level produced by all vessels associated with the Northstar study. ~

The headings of bowheads engaged in "swimming" were bimodal both with and without
seismic exploration during 1996. The percentage of bowheads heading in unexpected
directions during 1996 was not significantly different from that in 1994-95, when there
were no offshore industrial activities. However, based on a very small sample, more
bowheads headed in unexpected directions in the western part of the study area (near
Northstar) than in the eastern part (farther away). [Based on §5.3.4, page 5-71ff].

(h) ~Test the hypothesis that vocalization rates of bowhead whales are independent of the
estimated received sound level produced by all vessels associated with the Northstar study
(using some type of remote data collection system). ~

The number of calls detectable per hour near Northstar was significantly lower, both
overall and relative to the paired Narwhal Island count, during hours when seismic
pulses were detectable on the Northstar recorder. Ensonification of waters near
Northstar by seismic sounds apparently had one or both of the following effects: it
reduced the number of calls emitted by an average bowhead per hour and/or reduced
the number of bowheads within a several kilometer distance of the recording unit off
Northstar. [Based on §5.3.6 (page 5·81ffJ and §3.8 in Chapter 31.
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Appendix 1: Walrus & Polar Bear A-I

APPENDIX 1:

SIGlITINGS OF WALRUSES AND POLAR BEARS

BP Exploration (Alaska) Inc. (BPXA) conducted an open-water seismic program in
shallow waters of the central Alaskan Beaufort Sea during the 24 July through 19 September
period of 1996. Incidental (unintentional) takes of polar bears and Pacific walruses during
BPXA's exploration activities were authorized by a letter dated 15 May 1996 from the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS) under Section 101(a)(5) of the Marine Mammal Protection
Act. One requirement of this authorization was that all sightings and/or interactions with
polar bears and walruses be reported to the Marine Mammal Management Office. The
following writeup is extracted from a brief report by LGL Ltd. for BPXA and USFWS, dated
January 1997. That report summarized all polar bear and walrus sightings during BPXA's
1996 open water seismic exploration program and its associated marine mammal monitoring
program.

Additional background information, including a detailed description of the seismic
program and of the marine mammal monitoring methods, can be found earlier in the present
report. The marine mammal monitoring work described there was designed to satisfy the
requirements of the Incidental Harassment Authorization (IRA) issued by NMFS to BPXA.
The IHA authorized incidental disturbance to whales and seals, and required a compre
hensive boat-based, aerial and acoustic monitoring program to document the "take" of these
mammals. Corresponding information about polar bears and walruses was also collected
during the monitoring program.

Walrus

Two Pacific walruses were sighted during the 1996 Northstar open-water seismic
program (Table I). One sub-adult walrus was sighted by marine mammal monitors aboard
the seismic source vessel Pt. Barrow on 6 August 1996. The Pt. Barrow was transiting
between seismic lines when the walrus was first sighted. The walrus followed the vessel for
about 50 minutes and was at one time within about 50 m of the Pt. Barrow. The Point
Barrow eventually out-distanced the walrus by increasing its speed. The walrus was almost
out of sight (;::400 m behind the vessel) when the vessel reached the start of its line and
began firing a single airgun.

A single adult walrus was observed on 10 September 1996 from the survey aircraft used
for marine mammal monitoring (Table 1). This walrus was located about 36 km from the
source vessel, which was operating the full airgun array at the time of the sighting (Fig. 1).
The walrus responded to the aircraft by turning in the water to look at the aircraft. The
aircraft passed at a lateral distance of about 200 m from the walrus at an altitude of 280 m
above sea level. The walrus did not dive during the brief period that it remained in sight.
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Table 1. Sightings of Pacific walrus and polar bears during the 1996 Northstar open-water seismic program.

Observation Platform

Local Behavior/

Species Type Name Da./Mo/Vr Time Lat. Long. Reaction

p, Walrus Vessel Pt Barrow 06/0B/96 093900 7020.5 14737.7 Follow vessel

Aircraft N7UP 10/09/96 102412 7051.3 14919.9 Look at aircraft

Polar Bear Aircraft N7UP 05/09/96 124354 7041.B 14827.9 Resting/sitting/standing

07/09/98 105500 7054.3 14722,9 Resting/sitting/standing

Vessel Sag River 10/09/98 171900 7036.5 14911.3 Swim away from vessel

Peregrine 202500 7034.9 14910.1 Climbing on ice

Aircraft N7UP 19/09/96 123610 7047.7 14920.4 Resting/sitting/standing
125158 7040.8 14906.9 Feeding
142830 7043.7 14939.7 Unknown
172255 7052.9 14748.9 Travel

180525 7053.1 14722.6 Resting/sitting/standing
20/09/96 112616 7049,7 14854.1 Resting/sitting/standing

Ringed Seal* Vessel PI. Barrow 17/09/96 094700 7036,8 14917.7 Dead on ice

* Killed by polar bear

Number

Total Ad. Sub-ad.
Percent
Ice cover



Appe.ndix 1: Walrus & Polar Bear A-3

Polar Bear

There were two vessel-based sightings of polar bears on 10 September 1996 (Table n
Two polar bears, reported to be adults, were sighted by the crew of the Sag River at 17:19
local time. The bears were estimated to be about 300 m from the vesseL The vessel came
to a stop and the bears were observed both on ice and swimming away from the vessel. The
encounter lasted about 10 minutes. At the time of the sighting the source vessel Pt. Barrow
was about 10 kIn to the ESE. The source vessel had been shooting full-array seismic
throughout the day, and the array was being ramped-up in preparation for starting a new
line when the bears were first sighted.

The second sighting on 10 September was also of two bears, reported to be a sow and
a cub, at 20:25. This sighting, by the crew of the Peregrine, was about 3 km south of the Sag
River's earlier sighting. This pair was observed climbing onto a large ice pan as the Peregrine
picked up buoys on either side of the ice pan. The bears were estimated to be about 200 ill

from the vessel and the encounter lasted about 10 minutes. At the time of this sighting the
source vessel Pt. Barrow was shooting full-array seismic about 4 kIn SE of the bears.

Eight sightings of including a total of 13 polar bears were recorded by the biologists on
board the survey aircraft used for marine mammal monitoring (Table 1, Fig. 1). No seismic
shooting occurred in the Northstar area on the days (5, 7, 19, 20 September) when these
polar bears were sighted. No reactions to the aircraft were observed.

A dead ringed seal, believed to have been killed by a polar bear, was observed on an ice
pan by marine mammal monitors on board the source vessel Pt. Barrow on 17 September.
This seal was about 6 km \vest of the area where bears had been sighted on 10 September.
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FIGURE 1. Sightings ofpolar bears (triangles) and walrus (circle) during aerial surveys conducted as part ofthe Northstar marine
manunal monitoring program, 1-21 September 1996. Aerial surveys of a standard grid (shown) were conducted daily, weather
permitting. A total of 10,225km of surveys were conducted on 14 dates; not all lines were surveyed on each date. See Chapter
5 for a description of the aerial surveys. Shaded rectangles show the areas where the source vessel shot full-array and partial
array seismic during the dates when aerial surveys were done.




